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New materials and technologies provide excellent possibilities for designers to develop creative new solutions and forms. Students of the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics studying design and industrial product design prepared proposed products using new materials and technological
potentials provided by Furukawa Electric Institute of Tecnology Ltd. On the Design Week 2014 organized exhibition presented the results of their work
using MCPET.
MCPET and MCPOLYCA give much more than high levels of reflectivity.
Developed and produced in Japan under strict quality control and
incorporating various processes this material has been developed
to provide a wide range of benefits and and the highest level of
reliability that you and your end customers can depend on.

The microcellular structure is the key behind the high levels of diffuse reflectivity.
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Judit Berki

mobile
photo studio
The basic idea is to develop a product which can combine
the properties of MCPET with a popular market need.
These days we really like to take pictures of everything
then take the photo on the internet, but photo shooting
is a science too. The Mini Mobile Photo Studio is for
the people who are hobby photographers, but they do
not have professional technical devices and they still
want to make qualitative photos. The Photo Studio
makes possible to take great photos with usual mobile
phones. During photo shoot the biggest problems are
illumination and ambient lights. MCPET has a special
reflectivity that can solve these problems. The studio is
designed for simplicity, modularity and minimal design.
The shape is based on the real photo studios, the fillers
and the folding screens.

suspended
ceiling using
mcpet
The product is a modular system built ceiling, easy to
integrate into existing structures. It’s material, the
MCPET, has excellent reflective ability. The product
gives homogeneous lighting for the users, and also
provide mood lighting. Light source is a LED strip,
which is invisible to the user.
The rounded shape and the cut surfaces reflect an
elegant look. The product shows how well you can use
form and function together.

multistage,
interactive
suntunnel
The product, when daylight is available, distributes the
light coming through the sun tunnel, in the room evenly.
This way the otherwise dark room can be lit only using
natural sunlight and no electricity whatsoever. LEDs
installed in the sun tunnel on the edge of the product
provides sufficient light after sunset or in cloudy
weather. This hybrid solution grants enough light for
a 6 m2 room in all weather conditions and all day. The
product can be adjusted in 3 stages. If is completely
closed where the sun tunnel is closed, a half-open
which position provides a more dimmed light, and a
completely open position where the maximum amount
of sunlight can enter the room. A RGB LED strip makes
the product playful and it can provide night time lighting
as well as moonlighting.

modular &
interactive
lighting
The goal of this thesis is to design and develop a
lightning system for the work environment that gives
diffuse light, is interactive and creative.
One of the basic requirements of this assignment was
the usage of MCPET (micro cellular), which causes
nearly 100% diffuse reflection of light.
The final product is 200 mm by 200 mm square
lightning unit that can be combined into a modular
lightning system. Every module can be switch on an off
individually.
The modular solution makes the system customizable,
letting the user to choose what kind and size system do
they want. After installation they can pick which units
to glow and how they glow.

mobile
studio light
Taking really good photos requier proper lighting. Every
hobby photographer should have a studio lamp in his/
her toolset. This product combines the brightness of a
reflector and the portability of a camping flashlight in a
compact form factor.

versitale
sunblind

Nowadays, environment-conscious design and
architecture is a widely-used concept where daylight
management is essential. This is why I designed a
sunblind which can distribute and manage sunlight
much more effectively than the competition.
Basically, I combined a well-known solution in
architecture, the lightshelf, with a conventional
sunblind. The lightshelf is a reflective surface folded
down from the window in about 90° which reflects
sunlight to the ceiling. I used MCPET for the material of
the slats of the blind and for the shelf as well. MCPET
is a PET based micro-cellular polymer foam which
reflects light diffusely with a minimum amount of
absorption and easily thermo formable and recyclable
in the same time. The product was designed so it will
fit every standard sized window or balcony door but it
can be modified effortlessly to fit basically any unique
window size, just like sunblinds on the market.

foldable
lighting
equipment
The core idea behind the product is that simple MCPET
sheets can be folded in one step in such a way, that they
become the shade of a lamp. According to the design,
this “shade” can be moved up and down, resulting in
various lighting conditions. The sideways movement of
this shade changes the area that is under lighting.
With the reduction of the shade area, light that was
covering a larger area becomes focused on the smaller
one, resulting in stronger lighting. By moving the
shade downwards, the area of the shade is increased,
resulting in lighting conditions that are generally more
suitable for indoor areas. We can increase or decrease
the distance of the area under the light with the
sideways movement of the strip’s end.

yuppiekitchen
lighting

While creating the MCPET YUPPIE kitchen lighting
system, we had the idea that we want a light source
which can be a perfect match for any size of kitchen
furniture, and very easy to be customized for unique
needs. For our lamp system, we used the MCPET as a
light diffuser surface, which is illuminated by a LED strip,
this way it can provide even light on the kitchen counter.
YUPPIE was inspired by different things, including the
Touch This Light work from House of Heroes, too. The
lighting system comprises two rails; the MCPET insert
and the transparent protective cover can be snapped
between them. The system can be installed easily in no
time; the individual elements can be cut at home by the
buyer. Caps can be snapped on to cover the connection
points and the end parts. We designed the product to
have different variety of sizes in increments of depth,
with different wall mounts that are available for them.

home
lighting
The interactive LED home lamp is capable of both
ambient and functional illumination of internal spaces.
Thanks to its design, it can be placed on several
different surfaces: tables, shelves or wardrobes. This
design also lets the user specify many different and
independent positions of the mobile semicircular
sheets – depending on what kind of light source the
user needs: local-, ambient- or spotlighting. With the
help of multiple functions and mobility we managed to
develop a playful and interactive product. Physical light
source is provided by two rows of LED stripes. The lamp
was built using the MCPET material manufactured by
FETI Ltd, which allowed the light distribution qualities
of the product to be completely homogeneous and
unified. Thanks to MCPET, there is no single point of
illumination, the reflection of light is equal along the
whole surface.

three forms
to free form
In smaller apartments and flats the size and arrangement
is a great deal. Free Form provides answer to these
problems. Three kinds of furniture in one product: a
chair, a lounge chair and a desk. From a polymer foam
strip one can fold any of the three furniture in just
seconds. The various density foam sandwich-structure
and the snap fits installed in the joints grant excellent
stability. The strip is made of soft material at the
seating areas and stiffer at the structural areas. If not
used Free Form can be stored under the bed due to its
small thickness.

